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“In an era of accelerated change and disruptive technologies, 
the need for resilient and substantive infrastructure with 
responsive and inclusive planning has never been greater.
These challenges require bold action as we design the next 
generation of infrastructure… with innovations like “The Internet 
of Things.”
We have committed to spending about $190 billion over 13 
years, starting in 2014–15, to expand and renew Ontario’s 
infrastructure. This unprecedented investment — the largest the 
government has ever made — demonstrates the government’s 
commitment to supporting communities, strengthening the 
economy...
We want to deliver infrastructure in the most effective way to 
get the best value for the public. Ontario is proud to have 
developed the Alternative Financing and Procurement model, an 
innovative public-private partnership (P3) model specifically 
designed to meet the needs of Ontario.” 
-From Ministry website

“Infrastructure” as keyword and as myth



The rise of public works





- 9 villlages destroyed by flooding
- Two towns moved
- Mohawk territory at Kanehwake expropriated

Canada-US agreement, but provinces and 
provincial electricity utilities heavily involved

Canada’s major mid 20th century public works project: 
Saint Laurence Seaway

Almost 3,000 km (only part of it new)



Genealogy of ‘infrastructure’ (towards)
• Original meaning, late 19th century: engineering term for work to 

prepare ground for railways – thought of as ‘naturally’ public, with 
railway and its revenues as naturally private
• Public-private partnership implicit?
• Do cities retain ‘public works’ as a department – and a logic of 

governance - even as infrastructure discourse takes over? (e.g. data 
infrastructure, social infrastructure)
• Financing of infrastructure becomes specialized post 1980s – not 

regular bond market; specialized banks, pension funds
• Financing as governance
• Key irony (Canada): public sector pension funds and CPP as key 

infrastructure investors (mainly abroad)



Oxford Properties, established in 1960 is a global real 
estate owner, investor, developer and property manager 
with a portfolio of office, retail, industrial, multi-
residential and hotel assets. Wholly owned by the Ontario 
Municipal Employees Retirement System since 2003,[3] 
the company has offices In Toronto, New York, London and 
Luxembourg. The organization has 2,000 employees and 
over $40 billion of real assets…. 
Oxford’s portfolio of properties represents more than 50 
million square feet of office, retail, hotel, industrial, land 
and multi-residential assets in key markets…. Some of its 
most recognized assets include Royal Bank Plaza, The 
Fairmont Banff Springs Hotel, Yorkdale Shopping Centre, 
Olympic Tower….
Oxford Properties is currently co-developing New York's 
Hudson Yards Redevelopment Project with Related 
Companies, and recently completed Vancouver’s MNP
Tower and Toronto’s RBC WaterPark Place both with 
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board….



Infrastructure as myth: efficiency and innovation
• ‘efficiency’ defined as ‘on time and under budget’. No other criterion
• Contractual arrangements do impose real timelines; purely public 

procurement has other temporalities
• Contractual terms set; purely public gov procurement more flexible
• Local democracy as a major risk to on time/on budget goal
• And innovation? 
• Valverde, Johns and Raso, ‘Governing infrastructure in the age of the art 

of the deal’ [not yet published]
• From rules to deals and back again: the rise of infrastructure contract 

boilerplate and governance boilerplate. But no overall plan – no seeing 
like a state.



Two ways of seeing/doing public works? Seeing 
like a state vs seeing like a neighbour?
Or hybrid networks…



And local democracy??
• Democracy in infrastructure reduced to 2 things: transparency, 

interpreted as availability of documents
• And accountability: before or after the fact? In the process or in the 

outcome? (Valverde and Moore forthcoming)
• Particular problem with infrastructure: arms length agencies with 

corporate style appointed boards (e.g. Waterfront Toronto) – to 
whom are they accountable, how? Far less visible than government 
proper
• To which group of people should projects or agencies be 

accountable?  Immediate neighbours? Users/customers? Those 
displaced or evicted? Those who need housing/utilities/ services but 
do not yet live in district? Public at large? Taxpayers? 



But there was never a golden age of democracy 
even at the height of welfare state public works…




